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NWC-0900 High Performance Day/Night Megapixel IP Network Camera
ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING SPECIFICATION 
Section 282300 – Closed Circuit Video Surveillance Systems

PART 2 – PRODUCTS

	MANUFACTURER
Bosch Security Systems

850 Greenfield Road
Lancaster, PA 17601
Tel (800) 326-3270
Fax (717) 735-6560

	This product will be manufactured by a firm whose quality system is in compliance with the I.S. /ISO 9001/EN 29001, QUALITY SYSTEM.


	The manufacturer will provide a three (3) year warranty.


	General Megapixel IP Camera Description
The camera will be designed for surveillance and industrial applications requiring a rugged, very high-resolution, day/night, CMOS camera with IP network capability. The camera will be 1/2-inch format with dual sensors, one 3.1 MP color and one 1.3 MP monochrome, capable of automatically switching as the light levels vary to provide 24 hour video day/night surveillance. The camera will support power over Ethernet (PoE full 802.3af compliant) for simple cost-effective installation, or from a 12 VDC external power source. Both the frame rate and resolution will be adjustable, as well as MJPEG compression to minimize bandwidth and storage. The camera will provide up to four user-defined zoomed areas simultaneously for live viewing and recording.


	network Camera Requirements
The megapixel IP camera will be a true digital, 1/2-inch format, day/night camera that provides a direct connection to an Ethernet 100BaseT network.


	The megapixel IP camera will incorporate a network video server to encode very high-resolution full motion digital video for transmission over an IP network.


	The megapixel IP camera will produce 32 images per second at SXGA resolution (1280x1024 pixels) or 24 images per second of DVD quality MJPEG video over IP. The camera will also support scalable resolution windowing down to 32 x 32 pixels.


	The megapixel IP camera will support power over Ethernt (PoE) using UTP Category 5 or higher cable with RJ45 connectors and an IEEE802.3af compliant switch, to make installation easier and more cost effective. The camera can also be powered by an external 12 VDC power source.


	The megapixel IP camera will be capable of generating five (5) separate JPEG video streams with variable resolution and frame rates to optimize live viewing and recording requirements, and to meet specific site requirements. 


	The megapixel IP camera will feature virtual pan, tilt and zoom functions within the main image with four (4) user-defined areas that allow moving around the image to view specific areas of the main image.


	The megapixel IP camera will support a snapshot mode that saves individual images from the video sequence, currently being displayed on the live view page, in JPEG format in the selected image resolution to a computer’s hard drive.


	A software tool for setting up the megapixel IP camera will be provided by the camera manufacturer. Bosch Video System software is supplied on CD and includes software modules for camera setup, live viewing, and firmware upgrade. The primary method for viewing and recording for the IP camera will be a Bosch DiBos 8 digital video recorder system.


	The megapixel IP camera video signals sent over the IP network can be received and displayed using any of the following methods:

	A Bosch DiBos 8.0 Digital Video Recorder.

A PC running Bosch Video System software.
A PC running a camera web browser such as Microsoft IE browser version 6.0 or later.

	The megapixel IP camera will support streaming video as follows:

	In a unicast function that allows communication between a single sender and a single receiver over a network.

	In a multi-unicast mode that supports 5 simultaneously connected receivers over a suitably configured network.


	The megapixel IP camera will have the following features:

	Automatic exposure (AE) and Gain (AGC) control

Automatic backlight compensation
Automatic multi-matrix white balance
Selectable 50/60 Hz flicker control
Electronic pan, tilt, and zoom (PTZ)
Adjustable brightness, saturation, gamma, and sharpness.
Simultaneous delivery of full-field view and zoomed images at video frame rate.
Electronic image rotation by 180 degrees
On board motion detection.

	Access to the megapixel IP camera over the network will be restricted by any of three user levels of protection where each level has its own password and authorizations.


	The megapixel IP camera will be able to save the camera settings to a log file named LocalMachine.ini located in the installation directory.


	The megapixel IP camera will accept CS and C mount megapixel type lenses suitable for a 1/2 inch imager format. A variety of lenses will be available from the manufacturer.


	The megapixel IP camera will have a minimum lowlight sensitivity of 0.01 lux at F1.4 in monochrome mode, and 1.0 lux at F1.4 in color mode.


NETWORK SPECIFICATIONS
Protocols:	HTTP, ARP, UDP, IP, ICMP, TFTP
Ethernet:	100 Base-T, auto-sensing, half/full
	duplex, RJ45
Overall unit delay:	2 frames, 45 ms per frame
Power over Ethernet:	IEEE 802.3af compliant

day/night CAMERA SPECIFICATIONS
Imagers:
Monochrome	1/2 inch CMOS
Color	1/2 inch CMOS
Imager matrix:
Monochrome	1280 x 1024
Color	2048 x 1536
Iris:	Manual
Video Compression:	MJPEG
Data rate:	Maximum of 45 Mbps (variable)
Frame Rates:	Depending on resolution and bandwidth
Resolution:	IPS (mono)	IPS (color)
1280 x 1024	32	32
1600 x 1200	N/A	24
1920 x 1080	N/A	22
1920 x 1200	N/A	20
2040 x 1530	N/A	15
Sensitivity:
Monochrome	0.01 lux at F1.4 (lowlight exposure)
Color	1.0 lux at F1.4 (lowlight exposure)
Gain Control:	Auto, Fixed level selectable
Signal to Noise Ratio:	Greater than 50 dB
White Balance:	Auto, multi-matrix

	ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Power Supply	PoE or external

PoE	IEEE 802.3af,
Rated Voltage (ext.)	12 VDC
Voltage Range (ext.)	9 to 13.2 VDC
Power Consumption:	0.5 A
Connector (ext.)	5 mm, center contact positive

	MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Dimensions (H x W x D):	63.5 x 76 x 125 mm (2.5 x 3 x 4.9 in.)

Weight (without lens):	Approx. 0.45 Kg (1 lb)
Lens mounting:	CS-mount (C-mount with adaptor)

	ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Temperature:

Operating:	-0C to +40C (+32F to +104F)
Storage:	-20C to +60C (-4F to +140F)
Humidity:	<90% relative, non-condensing

	PRODUCT REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
Safety:

	EN 60950-1 (CE)

	UL 60950-1, CAN/CSA E 60950-1


	Immunity:

	EN 50124 IT equipment (CE)


	Emission:

	EN 50022 class A, (CE)

	EN61000-3-2 (CE) ; EN 61000-3-3 (CE)
	FCC CFR47 Part 15, Class A










Part 3 – EXECUTION

	Installation
Installation should be performed by qualified service personnel only in accordance with the National Electrical Code or applicable local codes.



The camera will be a NWC-0900 High Performance Day/Night Megapixel IP Network Camera manufactured by Bosch Security Systems.
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